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P

ity the poor staff
officers; like Rodney
Dangerfield, they
just don’t get any respect.
Furthermore, air forces have
always been more fascinated
by the daring-do of flying
operations than the mundane
details of command and
staff work on the ground. 1
Nevertheless, one of air
power’s signal characteristics
has always been the critical
importance of command and
control, in particular that it
be centralized. These two
facts lead to an irony.

On the one hand, the
traditional Air Force devotion
to flexibility and aversion
to formalized doctrine
has tended to undermine
standardization of command
and staff arrangements. On
the other hand, centralized
control (albeit with
decentralized execution)
requires highly developed
command and control
organizations that should
favour a standardization
of command and staff
arrangements in air forces.
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Whatever the merits of such standardization,
currently the Air Force is not standardized.
No two wings seem to be organized the same
way. The Air Division Headquarters and Air
Staff in Ottawa are not organized the same
way, and keep reorganizing. Recently, it has
become a principle that emphasis should be
placed on moving from a “staff centric” culture
to a “command centric” one.2 In a similar vein,
it was a motivating concern behind the recent
Canadian Forces transformation that command,
or at least command-like responsibilities, were
being exercised by staff officers.3 Apparently
there are problems with the way headquarters
have tended to work in the Canadian Forces.
Often times, these sorts of complaints have
tended to focus on either the bloated size or
the bureaucracy of our headquarters4. What
this paper will argue is that while those issues
are certainly often symptoms of our problems,
there are deeper issues. This paper will
argue that, ironically, the Canadian Forces in
general, and the Air Force in particular, have
chronic problems with over-bureaucratic “staff
centric” headquarters in part because we have
not paid enough attention to staff work as a
form of the military art. Rather, a propensity
to “muddle through” staff work has been a
characteristic of the Canadian military for most
of our history. Staff work, or perhaps more
specifically a system for operational staff work, is
an important, indeed central aspect of military
professionalism. Paradoxically, as we shall see,
the lack of emphasis on a staff system in this
sense that has led to “staff centric” headquarters
because, without a deeper grounding in the
fundamentals of staff systems, staffs have
tended to react reflexively to each new pressure
of the day, leading to the uncontrolled growth
of bureaucracy. Furthermore, the more
muddled the staff work becomes, the harder it
is to deal with, necessitating even more staff.
This can all too easily become a vicious circle.
This is a series of two articles. The first
examines the history of command and staff
systems generally. With that as background
the second will trace the evolution of command
and control organization and staff systems in
the Canadian Air environment specifically,
and then consider the subject and draw some
conclusions.

Staff Systems’ History

In the history of military staff systems, two
broad approaches to the matter are discernable:
the Prusso-British approach which divides
staffing responsibilities into two or three
simple parts and gives primacy to operational
considerations, and the French-American
“bureau” approach, in which the staff is subdivided into many functional directorates. The
origins of the operational primacy approach
are complex, but it was pioneered by the
Prussians, adopted by the British, and also
picked up by the Russians. The history of the
bureau approach is clearer – it was begun by
those consummate bureaucrats the French
and then developed further by the engineering
and process minded Americans. Such is the
influence nowadays of the US, however, that
their “continental staff system” has almost
completely displaced all other approaches to
the matter amongst Western militaries. The
Canadian Forces, for instance, has now adopted
it almost across the board. What is interesting,
however, is that the older British philosophy
– which is “bred in our bones” – tends to show
through in our actual practice.

The Traditional British System:
A Diarchy

The British staff system and principles
represented a somewhat idiosyncratic but quite
highly articulated approach to the matter.
Going back to the days of the New Model
Army under Cromwell, the British Army
based its staff organization upon a division
into three parts: a generalist staff to handle
operational issues, an “adjutant’s” staff to handle
personnel and related administrative issues,
and a “quarter-master’s” staff to handle what
today we would call logistics.5 This three fold
division was sometimes succinctly summarized
as “mission, men, material.”
In practice however, in almost all cases
below that of the highest command level,
the adjutant and quarter-master’s staffs were
combined under one officer, which meant
that commanders had two principal staff
officers working for them – one to oversee
all operational issues and one to oversee all
support issues.6 This is the “staff diarchy”
referred to above – a philosophy that within
their headquarters staffs, commanders would
have two principal staff officers as their
immediate subordinates: one dedicated to
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operational issues concerning the prosecution
of the mission, and one dedicated to ensuring
adequate support in all its forms. Furthermore,
this relationship between the commander
and his two principal staff officers was direct;
traditionally there were no deputy commanders
or chiefs of staff in British practice to mediate
between commanders and their staffs.7 This
staff diarchy as an organizing principle for
military staffs was already discernible in
Wellington’s headquarters, which is shown in
Figure 1, during the peninsular wars.8

Manual defined three staff branches which were
signified by letter code:10

Staff systems in Britain remained not much
changed up to the late nineteenth century,
when the successes of the Prusso-German
system in Bismarck’s wars seemed so impressive,
especially compared to the British performance
in the Crimea. Various reforms in Britain
were initiated. Indeed the Army staff college
at Camberley dates from this era, but it was
not really until the further shock of the Boer
war that the British finally got serious, and in
imitation of the Germans formed a general
staff and regularized their staff procedure. In
1912 a Staff Manual was published, laying out
the basics of British Army staff doctrine, which
remained unchanged in its essentials right up to
the 1980s.

This reflects the three-fold division into
“mission, men, material” but in practice the
A and Q staffs were combined into a single
“AQ” Branch. As mentioned, another feature
that distinguished British staff practice was
the lack of either a chiefs of staff or deputy
commanders, neither of which appear in the
1912 Staff Manual or, any actual headquarters
organizations until the Second World War.11

G – for the General staff who handled
operational issues, and were in principle
at least meant to be staff college
graduates;
A – for the Adjutant General Branch, which
handled personnel issues; and
Q – for the Quartermaster General Branch,
which dealt with what we would now call
logistics.

The use of a chief of staff in British
Commonwealth practice was introduced
by Field Marshal Montgomery, who was
convinced of its value, and when he took over
the command of Eighth Army in North Africa
he announced:

I want to tell you that I always work
on the Chief-of-Staff system. I have
nominated Brigadier de Guigand as
Chief-of-Staff Eighth Army. I will issue
orders through him. Whatever he says
will be taken as coming from me and will
be acted on at once.12

By the time of the Great War, the British had
evolved a staff system that combined some
features of the Prusso-German system with
their own traditional approaches. In fact, the
two were a good fit, as both adhered to the
“staff diarchy” philosophy. The 1912 Staff

Figure 1: General Structure of Wellington’s Headquarters9
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Figure 2: British Corps Headquarters, late WWII
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Figure 3: British Divisional Headquarters, late WWII16
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Figure 4: British Brigade Headquarters, late WWII17
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Technically, De Guigand was
the “Brigadier, General Staff ”
or “BGS”, i.e. the head of the
G branch of the headquarters.13
Although the practice of
utilizing a chief of staff spread,
British doctrine maintained,
until the 1980s, that chiefs of
staff were only provided for
headquarters at corps level or
higher.14
As shown in Figures 2, 3 and
4, this diarchic staff system can
be seen in the organization of
British and Commonwealth,
which followed British
staff tables, headquarters
organizations during World
War II.

The Royal Navy

Traditionally, in the Royal
Navy (RN) admirals went to
sea on a flag ship; thus, given
the limited space available
on board ship staffs were, of
necessity, small. Above the
level of admirals at sea, there
was simply the Admiralty in
London. In such circumstances,
until the very end of the
nineteenth century, naval staffs
were small, and systemization
of Royal Navy staffs came
even later than in the British
Army.18 As late as 1911, the
Sea Lords (i.e. the naval officers
appointed to the Admiralty)
were actively opposing the
creation of a naval war staff.
That year a young Winston S.
Churchill was appointed First
Lord of the Admiralty with
a specific mandate from the
Prime Minister to force such an
innovation through. The Sea
Lords, viewing such a thing as
the inappropriate imposition of
an Army institution upon the
Royal Navy, continued to resist
and it was only after asking for
and receiving the resignations of
the entire Board that Churchill
got his plan through.19
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List of Abbreviations for figures 2, 3, and 4
AA & QMG

Assistant Adjutant and Quarter Master General

Int

Intelligence

BGS

Brigadier General Staff

IO

Intelligence Officer

CRASC

Commander, Royal Army Service Corps

Ln

Liaison

CREME

Commander, Royal Electrical Mechanical
Engineers

LO

Liaison Officer

DA & QMG

Deputy Adjutant & Quarter Master General

Med

Medical

DAAG

Deputy Assistant Adjutant General

Ops

Operations

GSO 1

General Staff Officer 1st Grade

Ord

Ordnance

GSO 2

General Staff Officer 2nd Grade

REME

Royal Electrical Mechanical Engineers

GSO 3

General Staff Officer 3rd Grade

SC

Staff Captain

HQ

headquarters

It was not until almost the end of the First
World War that further progress was made.
During that conflict, RN headquarters of
various sorts had inevitably grown, but this
growth had been rather ad hoc as the RN
still lacked a staff doctrine comparable to
that enunciated by the Army in the 1912
Staff Manual. By 1918 it was felt necessary
to bring some order to things, and on 11
September 1918 an order was released stating
that distinction was to be made “between
officers appointed to the staff for operations
and those attached to the staff for technical and
administrative duties.”20 Thus, the diarchic staff
principle was brought into Royal Naval use. In
1924 the system was further elaborated in the
King’s Regulations and Admiralty Instructions
and in 1938 when the Naval War Manual and
the Naval Staff Handbook were released the
RN’s staff system was more-or-less in its final
traditional form.21
This form established that higher naval
staffs would have a primary staff officer for

operations, usually titled the “chief of staff
(operations)” and a primary staff officer for
support, usually titled the “chief staff officer.”
A unique naval innovation was a third group
known as the “secretariat” which provided
administrative staff support to both the
operational and support staff arms, and served
as a clearing house for all correspondence in
and out of the headquarters.22
However, the RN’s approach was far less
systematized than the army’s. They did
not follow a standard approach at all levels.
Essentially, staffs were simply the admiral
and whatever “staff officers” he chose to
appoint. Generally, staff titles consisted of the
word “Staff ” (at squadron level), “Fleet” (at
fleet level), or “Command” (at higher level),
followed by a word or phrase to denote that
officer’s specific duties.23 Thus for example,
there were no standardized positions in a fleet
headquarters such as the 1912 Staff Manual
would specify for an army brigade, but there

Figure 5: A Typical Staff at Squadron Level26
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Note: Other staff and administrative support could be drawn as secondary duties
from the personnel of the ship upon which the admiral had his flag.
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Staff Supply
Officer
LCdr or Lt(N)

would be positions such as “Fleet Gunnery
Officer,” as the admiral saw fit.24 Another
significant factor at lower level headquarters
which went to sea, was that the size of staffs
at this level was sharply circumscribed by the
availability of bunk-space on board ship.25

The primary administrative officer was known
as the Senior Officer for Administration or
“SOA” (or Air Officer for Administration,
“AOA,” if the incumbent was of Air, i.e. general
officer rank), which roughly corresponded to
the senior “AQ” officer in an army hadquarters.

The RAF Follows the Army

At the tactical levels, traditional RAF/RCAF
practice was somewhat different. Wings
Unsurprisingly, the 1912 British Army staff
and stations were treated as a single entity
system formed the RAF’s starting point
towards command and staff issues. Most of the with a full three-pronged split rather than a
diarchy, the three prongs being air operations,
RAF’s founding officers were drawn from the
administration and technical.32 This reflected
Army, not least the first Chief of the Air Staff,
the traditional British categories of “mission,
Sir Hugh Trenchard. Furthermore, as we have
men, material.”
just seen, at the time of the RAF’s founding at
the end of the First
World War, the RN’s
staff system was still
Figure 6: RAF Composite Group Headquarters late WWII31
somewhat nascent.
In consequence,
Air Officer Commanding
the primary
(Air Vice Marshal)
influence upon the
development of staffs
in the RAF was the
SOA
SASO
(Senior Officer for Admin)
(Senior Air Staff Officer)
British Army system
(Group Captain)
(Air Commodore)
of 1912. Indeed,
Operations
Intelligence
Equipment
Organization
that the RAF’s staff
Training
Navigation
Engineers
Personnel
Armament
Signals
Medical
Supply
system was closely
Meteorological Airfield Defence
modeled on the
Army’s was expressly
noted in official
Air force commanders at the tactical level thus
publications of the inter-war years.27
had three principal immediate subordinates
in their staffs, rather than two. Interestingly,
As in the British Army, at higher levels the
the line units of the station or wing (including
RAF divided staffs into three branches,
the flying squadrons themselves) all reported
which in RAF practice were termed: air,
to the commander through one of those three
administration and technical.28 These were
positions. Those positions thus combined both
essentially analogous to the British Army’s
line and staff responsibilities and the wing or
G, A and Q branches respectively. And just
station was something of an indivisible whole.
as the British Army tended to combine the
Another point to note is that unlike practice in
A and Q branches under one officer to create
the Army and at higher formation level in the
in practice a diarchic staff system, so did the
RAF/RCAF where the operational staff officer
RAF at formation level tend to combine the
out-ranked the support staff officer(s), in this
administrative and technical functions under
wing organization all three staff principals were
one officer who dealt with “administration” in
the same rank.
the broadest sense of that word, i.e. all services
and support.29 The primary air staff officer
was known as the Senior Air Staff Officer or
The Germans: im Generalstab
“SASO,” a position roughly analogous to the
Much has been written about the famous (or
senior G staff officer in an army headquarters.30 infamous) German Greater General Staff
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Figure 7: Traditional RAF Station or Wing level Organization33
Station Commander

Wing Commander
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Staff Administrative
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Armament
Engineer
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Equipment Dental
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Chaplain
Ground Defence

Fire, Catering, and
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Services
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Officer *
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Officer *
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Flight Planning
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Technical Wing
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Technical
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Section

Flying Wing
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Station Weapons
Officer *
Squadron

Wing Commander
Technical

Wing Commander
Flying

Meteorology *
Master Aircrew *

Signaller
Gunner
Engineer
Navigator
Note:
1. The wing commander administrative is responsible for the discipline and administration of the station as a whole.
2. The signals officer is responsible to the wing commander technical for the technical aspect of signals, but must work closely with
the wing commander flying on operational signals matters, and with the wing commander administrative on administrative signals matters.
3. In Fighter Command the duties of technical wing adjutant and officer i/c technical co-ordination section are combined.
4. Sections marked * may be combined into one flying support squadron.

(Grosser Generalstab), in particular its possibly
pernicious political effects in the fostering of
militarism and thence two world wars.34 What
concerns us here are not those wider political
effects, but rather the application of the
German staff system at the purely military level,
and its strong influence upon the British staff
system.35
One of the Germans’ most unique and
remarked upon staffing characteristics was
their formation of a specific corps of general
staff officers. In most militaries, staff positions
are filled by postings from the general pool
of qualified officers, although often there is a
prerequisite for a staff course of some sort.36
The Germans, on the other hand, selected
their brightest young officers in competitive
examinations from the rank of captain, and
sent them to the Kriegsakademie (war college).
Thereafter, their careers proceeded in a special
stream, filling general staff billets in formation
headquarters or with the main body of the
general staff at the high command in Berlin.
They were also regularly given command

appointments, and promoted faster than
regular officers; they constituted a specifically
appointed elite within the German Army, and
to signify this they wore “wine-red” stripes
down the sides of their uniform pants and the
letters “i.G.” (im Generalstab, i.e. “in the general
staff ”) after their rank.37 There was some
debate in Britain in the early 1900s regarding
the advisability of adopting a similar system,
but in the end it was decided not to, although
those who were staff qualified (i.e. had passed
the staff college course at Camberley) and
were serving in a staff billet at a headquarters,
were designated by wearing a red band on
their forage cap and scarlet gorgets on their
uniform.38
German staffs were formally divided into five
sections as shown below, but for work they were
arranged into three “groups”: the operations
group, the adjutant’s group and the supply
group.39 This grouping thus reflected the full
three categories of “mission, men, material”
recognized in British practice. Unlike the
British, however, the Germans preserved three
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prongs right down to their lowest formation
levels—they did not combine the adjutant
and supply groups under a single officer as the
British did.40
Formal German Staff “Sections” consisted of:41
I: General Staff – all members of this section
were general staff corps officers. They were
lettered as follows:
		 Ia – senior operations officer
		 Ib – senior supply and administrative officer
		 Ic – intelligence officer
		 Id – training officer
II: Adjutant – the officers of this section handled
the administrative affairs of the headquarters
and personnel issues.
III:	Legal – legal
IV: Intendant – the officers of this section
constituted the specialists responsible
for services such as medical, supply, and
veterinary.
V: Transport – the officers of this section
constituted the specialists responsible for all
transport and equipment

of the features of the Napoleonic era was the
development of a standardized staff system at
not just the high command, but for all French
field headquarters. This grew in large part from
the work of Pierre Alexandre Berthier, who
was Napoleon’s chief of staff from his days with
the Army of Italy. In 1796 Berthier published
his Document sur le Service de L’État-Major
General a l’Armée des Alpes, in which he outlined
the organization and principles under which
the staff there would work.43 This proved to
be an influential document, especially since
Berthier subsequently became chief of staff at
Napoleon’s Imperial Headquarters.

Berthier divided the staff into four sections. The
first handled a miscellany of details, including
records, inspections, troop movements, courts
martial and prisoners of war. The second
handled technical issues such as armaments,
engineers, and hospitals. The third dealt largely
with operational issues such as reconnaissance
and operational plans, and also the lines of
communication. The fourth section handled the
headquarters itself, including its local security.
Each of these sections was under an “adjutant
general,” and the whole was coordinated for
the commander by a chief of staff. Whilst
the precise
distribution of
Figure 8: German Corps Headquarters, World War II,
42
duties between
Reflecting the organization of the staff into three groups.
the various staff
branches was
Commander
different from
that of later
staff systems
(and to modern
Subordinate
Chief of Staff
Commanders
eyes appears
somewhat
idiosyncratic),
Operations
Supply
Personnel
Ia
Ib
IIa
this system
Group
Group
Group
already reflected
Operations staff
Rear services staff
Personnel staff
the philosophy
Ic and intelligence staff
Military police
III - Judge Advocate
Id and any other assigned
IVa - head intendant staff
Headquarters’ administrative
of the modern
general staff officers
IVb - chief medical officer
support staff
“continental
IVc - chief veterinarian
V - motor transport officer
staff system,”
in that it
NB: the chief of staff and positions numbered with a roman numeral “I” are filled by
represented a
general staff branch officers, the others by specialists appointed as appropriate.
staff divided
into a multitude
of separate branches, all of which were
The French “Bureaux” Approach
coordinated for the commander by a chief of
The French, in contrast to the Prusso-British
staff.
di-or-triarchical approach, followed a rather
different philosophy. Napoleon himself had a
By the time of the First World War, the French
quite large and complex headquarters, but one
system had evolved to one in which staffs
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were divided into three “bureaux,” as they were
called. The first dealt with all administrative
issues, including both personnel and supply.
The second handled intelligence, and the third
dealt with operations and plans. (Note that this
represented a different three categorization than
the traditional British “mission, men, material.”
The French divided the “mission” part between
operations and intelligence and combined the
“men and material” into a single category.)
Under the stress of the First World War, with its
heavy material demands, it was decided to split
the administrative responsibilities. Personnel
issues were retained in the first bureau, and all
logistic responsibilities were moved to a new,
fourth bureau. As before, all remained under a
chief of staff who coordinated the whole staff on
behalf of the commander. The French system
developed during the First World War is the
essence of the modern form of the continental
staff system.44

decided to model their staff system primarily
on the French, and since this system was
intended for their operations on the continent
of Europe, it became known as the “continental
staff system.” 46 In 1921 the Harbord Board,
convened by U.S. Army Chief of Staff General
Pershing under Major General James Harbord,
formalized this wartime practice as the official
staff system for the entire US Army, and by the
Second World War it had already evolved into
more-or-less its modern form.47 The Americans
in World War II even employed the practice
of varying the first letter of the staff designator
to differentiate ground from air staffs – “G” for
land force headquarters and “A” for air force
headquarters.

Conclusion: Two Philosophies of
Staff System

There have thus been two broad philosophies of
staff system in Western military practice – the
Prusso-British
45
operational
Figure 9: French Divisional Headquarters, late WWI
supremacy
approach and
Personal
Staff:
Général de Division
pesonal aide-de-camp,
the Franco(Major General)
military secretariat
American
continental
Chief of Staff
system. The
Subordinate
Commanders
(Lieutenant Colonel)
difference
between these
two is more than
Quatrième Bureau
Deuxième Bureau
Troisième Bureau
Premier Bureau
(Major)
(Major)
(Captain)
(Major)
just a question
of the way their
Personnel, including
Intelligence, including
Operations, including
Supply, including
replacements and discipline coordination of patrolling
planning and drafting
quartering and equipment
organizational
and reconnaissance
operational orders
charts are drawn
Headquarters units
– there is a
real difference
Camp Commandant
in philosophy
Military Police
between them.
Reduced to its
The US Model Themselves on the
fundamentals, the essence of the traditional
British system is that all staff issues will be fit
French
within one of only two fundamental realms:
The Americans developed their staff system
from the French. In 1917, when the US entered either the operations or the support arena, and
that the entire staff will be expected to work
the Great War and decided to raise a mass
together amongst themselves, with coordination
army and send it to France, they had no recent
achieved not by a chief of staff but by the
experience with warfare on such a scale. Quite
principle of the primacy of operations. On
prudently the decision was therefore made to
the other hand, the fundamental philosophy
send a team of officers to France to examine
behind the continental system is that staff
the staff systems employed by the Allies, and
make recommendations as to how the American issues will be subdivided into a larger number
of specialties, each of which is meant to be at
Expeditionary Force should organize itself for
the war into which they were getting themselves. least nominally co-equal, and that coordination
between those many sub-areas will be achieved
After some consideration, the Americans
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not by the principal of operations primacy, but
by a bureaucratic machinery overseen by a chief
of staff.
In the continental system, the question of what
functions, exactly, are awarded branch status
thus becomes significant. Originally, there were
only the classic four: personnel, intelligence,
operations and logistics. Of particular note,
the intelligence function was given its own
standing, whereas in the British (and German
and Russian) system intelligence was subsumed
within operations. J.D. Hittle, the author of the
classic study of staff systems,48 considered this
sub-dividing of functions a positive virtue—he
argued that it constituted a system of checks
and balances that would allow each branch to
evaluate its area of expertise independently and
prepare its advice objectively, without undue
distorting influence, in particular in the form of
the operational directorate’s views crowding out
intelligence and logistic concerns.49

An additional point is that the traditional
British system placed the commander far more
at the centre of the process—the British system
(as originally developed) did not provide either
deputy commanders or chiefs of staff. In army
higher headquarters (before Montgomery’s
introduction of the chief of staff concept) the
commander himself was the only point at which
the “G” and “AQ” staffs came together, and
likewise in RAF headquarters the commander
was the only point at which the SASO and
SOA came together. At wing or station level,
there was a three-fold split between mission,
men and material that only came together in
the person of the commander himself. The
continental system, on the other hand, was a
more complexly articulated organization with
its own chief of staff, and thus more prone to
run as an autonomous bureaucracy. Inherently,
any system that is subdivided into many parts
will be more bureaucratic. A military that
professes to be trying to move from a “staff
centric” to a “command centric” philosophy
might want to consider that carefully. 
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